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memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 06/08/2008 :  02:59:34  

...were all the colours of autumn according to the Norma Tanega/ Molly McKernan song. Dusty said they were a kind of khaki green. Does a
have any colour images that show the true colour of Dusty's eyes and would they be so kind as to share them here. 

I remember the 'It Begins Again' LP had a lovely photo which showed Dusty's green eyes well but that was a rare sighting and just one (sof
focus) photo so it's hard to know the colour for sure from that (I no longer have the LP). I have a feeling they were many colours, like Norm
says, but just looked green in the photo.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 06/08/2008 :  04:19:09  

I think Dusty's eyes were a kind of light khaki green--quite stunning I should think with her red hair. The cover of Roll Away has a good pho
her eyes:

Lovely--this used to be my avatar and I chose it because of the eyes!!

xx
Kathy

"You're still here on my mind..."

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 06/08/2008 :  04:47:31    

I JUST WISH I REMEMBER (STANDING JUST A FEW FEET FROM HER IN 67)WHAT COLOR THEY WERE. HER LASHES WERE SO LONG U COULDN
HER EYES THE SUN WAAS SO BRIGHT THAT DAY
MARY

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!
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g g

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Thanks so much, Kathy. I might just buy that single to get the colour photo. Her eyes look brown in this image. But that's probably the effe
the imaging software.

Mary, I forgot to ask for people who had actually met Dusty to let us know how they remembered the colour of her eyes. It would have bee
difficult to see the true colour unless the light was right and Dusty was close enough. Thanks for posting.

The cover of the latest Fraser 'Love Songs' CD collection is a great photo too but the image is in soft focus so I can't really judge for sure.
always that way...

Memphis
Ever since we met...

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 06/08/2008 :  22:19:25  

Take your pick 
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Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 06/08/2008 22:24:31

Will
Wasn't born to follow

United Kingdom
7603 Posts

Posted - 06/08/2008 :  23:18:47    

Misty previously posted a lovely close-up of that particular image as her desktop.

Will 
http://www.mactastic.net/

"..Catch me if you can - I'm goin' back.."

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 07/08/2008 :  01:07:45  

Dear Carole and Dear Will

What can I say. I've just been gazing for 20 minutes. Thanks so much. Those are stunning photos in any case. I have that DSB edition but
Misty blow-up took my breath away.

Carole, your images (and Kathy's) show me how different photos show different colours. I love those photos. The close up of Dusty's eyes
against the candy floss hair (or is it a wig!) photo gives me the comparison I need to get the colour right alongside Will's Misty photo. They
Dusty green.

THANK YOU!

Memphis
Ever since we met...
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8313 Posts

I always like this one......Dusty had such exquisite eyes.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 07/08/2008 :  09:08:58    

MEMPHIS LOOKS LIKE HER'S TO ME

MARY

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Posted - 07/08/2008 :  09:09:39  

Superb photos everyone, thanks Will for that nice big coloured one and Carole Cas and Kathy. The one you've put on Kathy that's the first 
I've been able to see the detail on the jumper. 

Wend

Edited by - Hampson on 07/08/2008 09:10:54

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow

Australia
6508 Posts

Posted - 07/08/2008 :  09:51:22  

I feel a couple more drawings coming on Wendy!!

xx
Kathy

"You're still here on my mind..."

Hampson
I’ve got a good thing

Posted - 07/08/2008 :  10:11:03  

quote:

Originally posted by Kathy

I feel a couple more drawings coming on Wendy!!
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United Kingdom
4703 Posts

Well they have all been on my long list for quite some time now.

Wend

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2008 :  14:04:00  

Thanks Cas. That photo is terrific. It looks like Dusty's eyes were a few colours (greens and browns) and they change with the light. The c
of early autumn. Beautiful eyes.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

Baby Blue
Where am I going?

USA
3185 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2008 :  17:50:00  

I remember really taking a good look into Dusty's eyes, years ago. From what I remember, the picture of Dusty wearing the brown and whit
striped top is probably the most accurate.

Marty

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2008 :  19:26:47    

Very cool--and very lucky--taking a long look into Dusty's eyes. 

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

USA
5821 Posts

Posted - 09/08/2008 :  21:03:59    

AS I REMEMBER BACK TO 67

DUSTYS LASHES WERE TO LONG AND THE BRIGHTNESS OF THE SUN DIDNT HELP..
I KEEP THINKING THEY WERE A GREEN

MARY

THE LOOK OF LOVE IS IN YOUR EYES! 
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!

memphisinlondon
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
3565 Posts

Posted - 13/02/2009 :  02:21:48  

Just bringing this thread back for Annie and anyone else new that is interested. I also wanted to say thanks to everyone for your help. I
remember posting this and wondering if anyone would answer! This is one of my favourite threads.

Memphis
Ever since we met...

spooky
Little by little

USA
372 Posts

Posted - 13/02/2009 :  03:37:05  

Thanks, Memphis. Well, this brings me back to the photo in pink that started me on this quest. In that photo, D's eyes definitely look blue r
than the hazel/khaki color of the brown and whit striped shirt. I wonder if the photog altered the picture because that shade of blue is pret
afield from what seems to be the real color. Maybe, as in all things Dusty, it's impossible to pin her eye color down to just one (or two!). 
Interesting!

Thanks again for finding the thread.

Annie

warten und hoffen...

allherfaces
Administrator

USA
14235 Posts

Posted - 13/02/2009 :  03:40:55    

I wonder if Dusty approved her eyes being painted blue on the LP See All Her Faces!

x N

There's something in my soul that will always lead me back to you.
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United Kingdom
3075 Posts

Love, Laura xx

Let's Shop Dusty!
http://astore.amazon.co.uk/letadu-21
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